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THE ETHNO-CONFESSIONAL SELF-AWARENESS
OF ARMENIAN CHALCEDONIANS
The problem of Armenian Chalcedonians still remains to some extent
the terra incognita of Armenology, Byzantine, Georgian , and Oriental
studies. Yet its importance for all these disciplines is undisputable 1 •
Until now none of the handful of works on this subject has been
devoted specifically to an analysis of the ethnic self-awareness o f
Armenian Chalcedonians, even though every study mentions their
ethnic and confessional originality, since it would otherwise be impossible to define Armenian Chalcedonians as a specific entity differing
from the rest of their fellow-countrymen on the one hand and from
their co-religionists on the other.
The difficulty of any attempt to study this group arises from the
complex nature of the sources . First, the data on Armenian Chalcedonians are scattered across a number of sources both multilingual and
heterogenous (chronicles, lives of Saints, theological and polemic treatises, epigraphy, etc.). Second, these sources are tendentious and sketchy,
so that objective and detailed information is very scarce 2 • The relevant
1 The few researchers who have given any attention to this problem can easily be
listed. MARR (1905), p. 67, was the first to realize that Armenian Chalcedonianism was a
phenomenon " of great cultural and historical interest". His studies published in the first
decade of the xxth century dealt with Armeno-Chalcedonian texts translated from
Armenian into Georgian. These translations, intended for proselytism as well as for their
coreligionists, were studied by Abuladze, Akinean and Muradyan (see the bibliography in
ARUTJUNOVA-fiDANJAN (1980), pp. 47-50). MURADYAN's studies (1977), pp. 285-286 and
(1985), especially pp. 36, 90, 125, 175-177, have traced the existence of Armeno-Chalcedonia n communities in Armenia and Georgia over a period of several centuries. Individual
attention to some representatives of the Armeno-Chalcedonian aristocracy has been given
in the works of AooNTZ (1965), pp. 137-197, 297-318, 339-346; AKINEAN (1938) and
(1951) ; KA~DAN (1975), chs. 2-3, pp. 47-120, ch. 5, pp. 136-167 ; DANIELYAN (1977) ; and
(1979), pp. 137-153; BARTIKJAN (1987/3), pp. 191-200 and (1987/4), pp. 171-193. The
author of the present article has dealt with this problem primarily in connection with the
viceroys of the eastern provinces of the Byzantine Empire among whom Armenian
Chalcedonians played an important and often decisive role. The purpose of this work was
to study the specific traits of Armenian-Chalcedonians that motivated their social
behavior and its evolution, and particularly their presence within the ranks of the
Byzantine administration in its predominantly Armenian provinces (see ARUTJUNOVAFIDANJAN, 1980, Bibliography, esp. pp. 46-51, 107-108).
2 The most extensive sources on Armenian Chalcedonians are : the Narratio de rebus
Armeniae (GARITTE, 1952), written by an Armenian-Chalcedonian of the vnth c. ; the
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data ha ve to be gathered piecemeal because Armenian Chalcedon ian
literature was deliberately destroyed after the victory of the nati ona
(Monophysite) church 3 , following a long and bitter struggle which th
Chalcedonians even came close to winning at times (e.g. the end of the
rvth c, the rxth c, and the beginning of the xmth c) 4 .
Armenian Chalcedonian communities were spread from Taron to
Tayk' 5 , and one of the important consequences and even preconditi ons
of this struggle was the fact that the Georgian s a nd the Greek s o fte n
included Armenian Chalcedonians into their milieu as if ignoring their
national background, while Armenian Monophysites saw Cha lcedonianism as a hostile non-Armenian phenomenon which had emerged under
external pressure (an idea which has even found its way into modem
Armenian historiography) 6 . Some modern researches have characterized
the Armenian Chalcedonians as " a specific ethnic entity which fi rs
made its appearance on Armenian and Georgi an soil in the region of
Tayk' and was outstanding for its support of Chalcedonianism" -.
Other scholars explain the phenomenon of Armenian Chalcedonians b~
the " transfer of a part of the aristocracy from Armenian society in to
the Georgian one" 8 . The tentative character of these suggestions deri es
from the lack of sufficiently complex theoretica l studies of thi s broad
problem with its ethnic, social, confessional, and cultural aspects 9 .
The study of the ethno-confessional self-awareness of Armeni an
Chalcedonians, as well as of their image in the eyes of the neighboring
Taktikon ofNikon of the Black Mountain (MARR, 1905, pp. 33-36 ; ADONTZ, 1912) ; and
the Typikon of Gregory Pakurianos (1963 edition ; LEMERLE, 1977, pp. 113- 191 ; ARum;NOVA-FIDANJAN, 1978).
3
For example, the books of the Chalcedonian katholikos of Aluank', Nerses-Bak ur
were thrown into the Trtu river at the order of his Monophysite successor, Simeon (MK,
p. 297).
4 ARUTJUNOVA-FIDANJAN (1980), pp. 56-57 .
5
Ibid., pp. 90-105.
6
For example, BARTIKJAN (1987/4), p . 190 writes: "the intrigues of Arrnenian-Chalcedonians have a history of many centuries, and the Byzantine state and church were thei r
instigators". ZEKIYAN (1982), pp. 87-89 attributes the emergence of the Armenian-Chalcedonians either to the Hellenizing policy of the Byzantine Empire, or to "Georgianization· ·
in the period of the Zak' arids. MARR (1905 , p . 9), had already noted that both the
Byzantine Empire and the Georgians had been powerful supporters of the Armenian
Chalcedonians in their struggle against the Monophysites, but that they had not been the
initiators of their appearance and at times could not even guarantee their existence.
7 KAZDAN (1975), p. 145.
8 JUZBASJAN (1975), p. 238.
9 In this case the Armenian Chalcedonians who were followers of the Greek doctrine
are ignored.
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peoples, i.e. , the study of the correlation of their ethnic self-identifications and ethnika may provide a method for the definition of its
characteristic features and the demonstration of the presence of continuous links between the Armenian Chalcedonians in Armenia and in
adjacent regions. The question may be raised whether such a specific
category as self-awareness should be applied to a group belonging to a
people which had already passed the peak of its ethnogenesis in its first
millenium and by the vth century A. D. (i.e. by the time of the Council at
Chalcedon) was already endowed with a solid ethnic awareness that
manifested itself brilliantly in the works of the "Golden Age" of
Armenian literature 10 . But the Armenian Chalcedonians, and this is
their major aspect, were a group that had detached itself from an
entirely mature ethnos.
Chalcedonianism does not seem to have been altogether alien to
traditional Armenian theology . In any case, Theopistes (a philosopher
familiar with Greek) stated in his polemical work against the Armenian
Church addressed to Prince C' orduanel of Sasun (1101) that Armenian
Chalcedonians were descended from the disciples of Mesrop Mastoc',
Nerses I and Sahak the Great 11 . Moreover, the Chalcedonians continued to view themselves as a national Church for a long time, despite
the victory of Monophysitism in Armenia. Their liturgical language was
Armenian, even when Armenian Chalcedonians lived in Greek monasteries. For example, in the VIth century, according to the Taktikon of
Nikon of the Black Mountain, Armenians were allowed to conduct
services in their native tongue at the monastery of St. Sa bas 12 . The
Armeno-Chalcedonian author of the "Narratio de rebus Armeniae" not
only worshipped St. Gregory the Illuminator (a saint in both Churches), but was also a patriot. He is conscious of being an Armenian

°

1
KRJUKOV ( 1976) p. 45. Modern ethnology asserts that ethnic self-consciousness is a
semantic-psychologica l phenomenon which synthesizes and unites all the typical features
of ethnicity taken as an ethno-social entity: unity of language, of territory, of predominant cultural and economic forms , of customs , of religious ideas, etc. The synthesis of
ethnic self-awarenese marking the conclusion of the process of ethnogenesis is generally
and concretely reflected in the ethnic " self-name" of an ethnic group. This "ethnic-name"
characterizes the ethnic group in general and any of its representatives in particular.
11
MARR ( 1905), p. 29 n. 2 noted the sincere character of the Armenians' enthusiasm
for Chalcedonianism " which had older traditions and was brought to life by more
complex cultural and historical reasons than the politica l oppression of the Byzantine
Empire and the efforts of certain scheming and ambitious men among the Armenians".
12
Ibid., p . 35 .
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professing the faith of the Imperial Church, but never identifies himsel f
or his co-religionists as " Romans" 13 .
Their Greek co-religionists occasionally viewed the Armenian Cha lcedonians in the same manner. Basil, the author of the Life of Euthymius the Younger (d. in 898) referred to a Chalcedonian ascetic fro m
Mt. Athos and a friend of Euthymius named Joseph, as an " Armenian" . Basil spoke of him favorably despite his general bias against
Armenians ("Joseph ... though of Armenian parentage" was nonetheles
"chaste, of simple soul and sincere") 14 . The Armenian Chalcedonian
preserved their mother tongue even after the victory of Monophycitism
and used it in their missionary work. Joseph, a member of the Armenian Chalcedonian community of Constantinople, who had learned hi
" native language and literature" there, translated in 991 the Shon
Annual Synaxarion of the Byzantine Church from Greek into Armenian
and sent it to Armenia, "that [men] might read and recount the deed
of every Saint". A century later the Katholikos Gregory Vkayaser
added to it seventy-six extracts from Greek and Syrian sources. By the
end of the xllth century, a Chalcedonian priest prepared a new redaction of the Annual Synaxarion making additions to Joseph's translations . Still later, the Synaxarion was reworked by the Monophysites
and by the end of the xrvth century traces of Latin influence had even
appeared in its text 15 . The Menologion preserved in xrth century
fragments derived from a Greek original, likewise came out of an
Armenian Chalcedonian milieu. One of its pages contains the "History
of St. Nune" written by Movses Xorenac'i - and thus bears witness to
the Armenian Chalcedonians', participation in the study and development of their native literature 16 •
N. Ia. Marr was of the opinion that the Armenians Chalcedonians
had a large literature which was not limited to polemical and theological treatises. He also believed that translations from Armenian into
Georgian dated from the earlier period of union between the Georgian
13
MK gives a clear picture of the Armeno-Chalcedonian historical tradition, such as
the belief that Siwnik' and Aluank' followed the Chalcedonian doctrine under the
Katholikos Yovhannes Gabelenac'i (557-574), (see AKOPJAN, MURADJAN, JUZBASJAN
1987), p. 184).
14
MARR (1905), p. 28 .
15
AKINEAN (1957) , pp. 1-12; MuRADJAN (1987) , pp. 2-3. Over a period of three or
four centuries, the work translated by Joseph underwent six revisions alternately losing
and gaining texts of Armeno-Chalcedonian origin (Ibid. , p. 4).
16
MURADJAN (1987), p. 5.
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and the Armenian Churches as well as from the later period when
Armenian Chalcedonian texts were translated 1 7 . I. V. Abuladze suggests that hagiographic, exegetic, and philosophical works resulting
from Armeno-Georgian contacts, Georgian translations from Armenian in the IX-X centuries, such as the Martyrdom of the Oskian Saints,
and other accounts of Armenian ascetics were made by Armenian
Chalcedonians from Tayk' , on the basis of Armenian originals 1 8 . The
Hellenophile trend in Armenian literature may also have been intensified through the efforts of Armenian Chalcedonians 1 9 . Thus, the milieu
of Armenian Chalcedonians was also deeply penetrated by Georgian
and Greek . Sometimes the liturgical language (Georgian or Greek)
adopted together with the faith was transformed in this milieu into a
language used for reading and perhaps even for speaking 20 . Greek
theological terminology also penetrated into the speech of those Armenian Chalcedonians who used Greek as a liturgical language 21 . After
the Council of Manazkert (726) (when the Churches of Armenia and
Georgia officially separated) the Georgians and the Greeks intensified
their pressure, that their Armeno-Chalcedonian co-religionists conduct
their liturgy in Georgian or Greek. This demand derived not only from
their desire to unify religious forms , but also from fear of a possible
upsurge of Monophysite tendencies 22 ,
Nevertheless, even on the eve of the XIth c., David Curopalate of
Tayk ', ordered for himself a translation of the "Tale for the Edification
of Kings and Princes (The Tale of the Brazen City)" from Arabic into
Armenian. This fact testifies eloquently to the linguistic conservatism of
17
The xth c. Satberd manuscript of Hippol ytus' Commemary on the Song of Songs
a lso contains the Greek text of Epiphanius of Cyprus' Commentary on Psalms . The
translator of thi s work , who lived in the xth c. , asked his readers' pardon for translatin g
fro m an Armen ia n tex t. M ARR ( 1900), p. II ; see a lso !d. ed. and tr. ( 1904), p. LXVlll. The
Armenian text was translated from Greek in Klarjet' i in or around the Ixth century (Ibid.,
p. vm). N. Ja. Ma rr poi nted out that the tra nslatio ns from Armenian into Georgian made
by Armeni a n Chalcedonians were kt'lown for their grammatical and lexical Armenisms
a nd were therefore unpopular amo ng Georgians ; this is the reason for which the
translation wo rk o n the Georgia n monasteries o n Mt. Athos was greeted with deli ght.
These monasteries dea lt with transla tions from Greek originals (1901), p. LXXV .
18
ABULADZE ( 1944).
I Q MARR ( 1905), p . 28.
20
ARUTJUNOVA-fiDANJAN ( 1980), pp. 174-1 75.
21 MARR (1905) , p . 8; ARUTJUNOVA -f!DANJAN, pp. 85, 173-1 74.
22 The Armeno-Chalcedonian church was by no mea ns free of these tendencies, just as
the Monophysite church was not free from ideas borrowed from Chalcedonian theological
literature. MARR ( 1905), pp. 2-3.
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the Armenian Chalcedonian nobility of Tayk' , and proves indirectly all
of the Armenian Chalcedonian population of the region had preserved
its native language (since its disappearance would naturally have begun
first among the feudal aristocracy) 2 3 _
Nikon of the Black Mountain (xlth c.) emphasized the absolute
orthodoxy of the Armenian Chalcedonians and their usefulness as
polemicists. For, as he pointed out: " until now our fathers and
patriarchs have taken them together with God to contend with [our]
enemies, whenever anything was undertaken at a Council against the
Armenian heretics, because they were experts in their language and
writings " 24 . The Armenian Chalcedonian Theoktistes, Higumenos of
the monastery of Esphigmenos and Protos of Athos, granted to his
"spiritual brother" Nikephoros the estate of Selina on Athos in return
for his thirty six years of missionary activity in the theme of Xarsianon 2 5 . Theoktistes had likewise clearly preserved his mother tongue
since at least his signature in Armenian is to be found in the Athonite
archives 26 • The master painter at the church of Axt'ala, an Armenian
Chalcedonian, marked the frescoes with inscriptions in both Armenian
and Greek 2 7 , and there are Georgian inscriptions as well. Official
inscriptions were duplicated in Greek and Georgian. An Armenian
manuscript dating from the turn of the xnth to the xmth century (prior
to 1237) in the Library of the University of Chicago has a miniature
with a colophon written in three languages (Greek, Armenian and
Georgian). An Armenian manuscript from Glajor has Georgian glosses 2 8 • An illustrated manuscript of Armeno-Chalcedonian origin kept
in the Ryland Library in Manchester is written in Armenian, but its
miniatures have Georgian inscriptions 29 . Armenian Chalcedonians
23

ARUTJUNOVA-FIDA NJAN (1980) , pp. 81-82.
MARR ( 1905), p. 36. Only the Trisagion was sung by them in Greek because of the
addition: " who was crucified for us" used by the Monophysites (M URADJA N (1964) ,
pp. 51-52, 55. Examples are collected in: ARUTJUNOVA -FIDA NJA N (1980) , pp. 76-77. (Other
information on the prosel ytical activity of Armenian Chalcedonians can also be found ,
Ibid., p. 78).
25
LEFORT (1973), p. 45. It is known that after the voyage to Armenia undertaken by
the Bishop of Harran, Theodore Abukhurra (Ixth c.) an entire province was converted to
Chalcedonianism (MARR (1901), p. 15).
26
BARTIKJAN (1973), pp. 68-73.
27
LIDOV (1987), p. 126.
28
Ibid., p. 129.
29
MARR (1911), pp. 1297-1301. In particular it has the following note " We, the
Vixikians, bought this Tetraevangelion and freed it from captivity" . Vixik is a settlement
in Southern Tayk', and the village elder in this note is called tanuter, a term common in
24
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often used three languages - one need only recall the Greek inscription
of the "Iberian" Gregory Vxkac'i 30 or the Typikon of Gregory
Pakurianos written in Greek, Georgian and Armenian for the Armenian Chalcedonians, who lived in the Monastery of Petritsontos (Backovo)31.
How did the Armenian Chalcedonians who preserved their native
language and used it together with Greek through all of their history
call themselves, and how in turn were they called by their co-religionists?
It has already been pointed out that up to the Ixth c. the ethnic "selfname" and the ethnicon of Armenian Chalcedonians coincided with
their ethnic identity. As early as the IXth-xth c. however the Greek
scribes copying the Typikon of St. Sabas used the term "Iberians"
instead of "Armenians" to designate Armenian Chalcedonians 32 . Attaleiates wrote that the emperor Romanos Diogenes (xith c.)
" decided to populate the city of Hieropolis and to send a strategos there
so that in a short time there should be a new city for the Romans and a
place of settlement for the Armenians ... and the strategos he sent there
was a certain Pharasmatios, the vestis of Apokapes who traced his origin
from the Armenians" .

The Continuator of Skylitzes however called him an "Iberian" . The
Prince of princes Tatul was referred to as a "Greek" prince, Matt'eos
Urhayec'i called the Armenian Het' umid Toros a " Roman prince",
while Michael the Syrian called him the son of Het'um, " a Greek", and
William of Tyre - "a Greek by origin " (as did Smbat Sparapet). At
the end of the xith century, prince Gabriel, the ruler of Melitene was
called "a Greek" by Michael the Syrian but merely "a Chalcedonian"
by the Anonymous Syrian Chronicle, while William of Tyre wrote that
Gabriel was a Greek by religion but an Armenian by language, writing
and customs 33 . This was the classic formula for any Armenian Chalcethe Georgian speech of Armenian Chalcedonians of Ta yk' and Kla rjet' i (Ibid. , pp. 1298 1299).
30 In 1006/ 1007 Gregory Vxkac' i cut a Greek inscription in Egrek in which he refered
to himself a nd his father Smbat as " Iberians". Byza ntine and Armenia n sources identified
the descendants of Gregory Vxkac'i (w hose patronymic was clearl y Armenian) as
Armenians (JuzsASJAN (1975) , p. 238).
31 Typicon Gregorii Pacuriani ( 1963), pp. 252, 22-23, 254, 254, 4-5 ; AR UTJ UNOVAFI!JANJAN ( 1978), pp. 120, 122, 124-139, 230-234. On the preservation of the na ti ve
language by Armenian Chalcedonians up to the present time, see above p. 350, and below
p. 355 n. 58.
32 ARUTJUNOVA-FIDANJAN (1980), p. 68.
33 Ibid., pp. 70, 173-176.
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danian frequently used in both Greek and Armenian sources of the xxnth centuries.
Mediaeval Armenian historians were hostile to Armenian Chalcedonians. Matt'eos Urhayec'i and Smbat Sparapet called P'ilartos Varaznuni (Philaretos Brahamios) "impious", the "first-born of Satan, the
forerunner of the Antichrist, who lived among evil spirits, a man of evil
soul and cruel nature". (Anna Komnena on the contrary considered
Philaretos to be a man of outstanding courage and great intellect). It is
evident that for the Armenian authors Philaretos, a Chalcedonian, was
an "alien". Matt'eos Urhayec'i wrote: "He started the war with the
believers in Christ, because he was a false Christian; neither the
Armenians nor the Romans accepted him [as their own, since] by
custom and faith he was a Roman, but through his mother and father
- an Armenian". - Once again we meet the same definition 35 .
Occasionally, the distinction between the ethnonym and the ethnikon
disappears. Byzantine and Georgian expansion naturally increased the
numbers of Chalcedonians. In the xith century, Aristakes Lastivertc'i
wrote that a Tondrakite [Tondrakec'i], Yakob, fled to the country of
the Greeks and on coming to Constantinople, "slandered our faith and
asked to be baptized according to their rite" 36 . Another Tondrakite
"promised to become a Roman" 37 • It is clear that Aristakes equates
their wishes ; "to become a Roman" and that "to be converted to the
faith of the Romans" - was one and the same for both the mediaeval
author and his protagonists. In the xnth century, John Kinnamos wrote
of the Armenian Chalcedonian, Gavras that: "though a Roman by
origin, he was educated and grew up among the Persians" (i.e., the
Seljuks)3 8 . According the testimony of Theorianos, the learned theologian who headed the mission sent by the emperor Manuel Komnenos
to Cilicia to discuss the Union of the Churches, Bishop Gregory, the
nephew of Nerses Snorhali (the future Katholikos Gregory IV) as though
convinced by the arguments of the Byzantine party, exclaimed: "I am a
34
See Ibid. , pp. I 06-151. On Demetr the ruler of the fortress of Gag who changed his
faith when he changed his suzerain see Ibid., p. 64. P' ilartos Varaznuni [Philaretos]
became a Chalcedonian, when he was a vassal of the Byzantine Empire, but when he
subjected himself to the Seljuks he embraced Islam. He died at Maras , but before his
death he had returned to the faith of his fathers (Ibid. , pp. 167-168).
35
Ibid., p. 156.
36
AL, p. 124.
37
Ibid. , p. I 32.
38
BARTIKJAN (1987), p. 182.
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Roman, anathema to those who do not accept the dogma of the two
natures of Christ" 39 .
Gregory Pakurianos (xlth c.) says of himself, his companions and his
co-religionists "We are Iberians". Whenever questions such as confession of faith, liturgical books in the Georgian language and the ability
to use them, or, the reception of new brothers who followed the
doctrine of Georgian Orthodoxy were treated in his Typikon , Gregory
invariably mentioned that both he and the monks of his monastery
were "Iberians" . Nevertheless, in the passages devoted to strictly lay
affairs such as the inheritance of estates belonging to Pakurianos or
even to greater skill in reading and writing one's native language (the
Typikon was signed by him " in Armenian characters" ), the Armenian
origin of Gregory, his companions and his fellow countrymen clearly
manifests itself. The identification Gregory as an Armenian Chalcedonian explains all of the evidence preserved in the sources and resolves
their presumed contradictions. On the other hand, the hypothesis of
Gregory 's Georgian descent ignores half of the available data 4 0 . Hence,
the "Armenian" version , which takes all of the facts into account, is
preferable the " Georgian" one 41 .
John Tornikes (xth c.), who left a xac'k 'ar with an Armenian
inscription near Karin , was also an " Iberian" of this type 42 • A similar
x ac 'k 'ar was left by his brother John Varazvac'e in the Armeno-Chalcedonian cathedral of Ani 4 3 . The Zak 'arid Ivane (xmth c.) embraced
Chalcedonianism, but even after " becoming a Georgian " and turning
the Monastery of Plnjahank' into a Chalcedonian one, he continued to
take part in the Councils of the Armenian Church and to pa tronize
Monophysite priests 44 .
In answer to the Arabs of Xlat', who reproached them for the
contempt they displayed toward Christian (Armenian) holy places, the
forces of David the Curopalate, the majority of which consisted of
Armenian detachments, said : " We consider an Armenia n church and
your mosque to be one and the same" . According to Asohk , this
impiety was the reason for which " the troops of David were defeated
30

148.
(1963) , pp. 27 3-276, but cf. the obj ecti o n s o f M URADJA N ( 1968), pp.
I03-119 ; a lso SANIDZE (1970), p. 17; and LOMOURI ( 1980).
41
Typik on (1963) , pp. 136-137; ARUTJUNOVA-fiDANJAN, " Armjan e" .
42
ADONT Z ( 1965), p. 309.
43
Ibid. , pp. 317-318. Cf. DA NIELYAN (1977), pp. 64-72.
44
MARGARJAN (1982) , pp. 78-79, n . 38 .
4
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and dispersed " 45_ The contemptuous reference of the Chalcedonians to
the " Armenian church" (fictitious or not , it unquestionably reflected
the exi sting state of affairs) implied not only the rejection of the
Monophysite doctrine, but also the fact that the Chalcedonians considered them selves to some extent " non-Armenians" 46. In other words,
both the co-religionists and fellow-countrymen of Armenian Chalcedoni a ns as well as the Armenian Chalcedonians them selves tried to
individualize thi s group as a new w'l'l• " Tribe" or "ethnos".
According to the Life of Step 'anos Siwnec'i: "In the days of the
kat'olikos Davit' Kakalec' i. __ the ethnos of the Cat' s broke away from
the Armenian people through the efforts of a certain ambitious priest
named Parsman, as is related by the holy Uxt'anes bishop of Sebastia".
In other words, the Cat' s are seen in this source as a part of the
Armenian people who had become " a different ethnos" through the
intervention of a priest, i.e., as the result of confessional differentiation4 7. N. Ja. Marr asserted that by the XI-xmth centuries, " Cat "' had
become for the Armenians a religious term designating Christians
holding a particular doctrine , specifically that of the Chalcedonians or
the Greek Orthodox (among them the Armenian Chalcedonians, who,
from the Armenian national point of view, " were neither Armenians nor
Greeks, nor half-Greek Armenians") 48. Modern researchers have cited
new examples in support of Marr's view that the Cat's of Armenian and
Greek sources were Armenian Chalcedonians who Jived mainly in the
regions of Karin , Erznka, Akn, Kamax, C'emiskajag and along the
Upper Euphrates 49.
The Armenian philosopher of the XI-xnth c., Potos Taronac' i wrote
to the Chalcedonian Theopistes:
" In the days of the Patriarch John 5 0 , when he assembled the Council at
Duin 5 1 and converted the Armenians from Chalcedonianism , those of
our people who were in the land of the Romans remained firm in the
45

Ibid., pp . 66-67.

This tradition was preserved by modern Armenian historiography. See Hakob
Karnec' i (xvnth c.) who wrote concerning the population of the gawaf ("district" ) of
Mamuran in Tayk' , that: " Half of those who lived in this country were Armenians , while
the other half were Georgians, as to tribe (wqgw<) and religion, but spoke the Armenian
language" (1956), p. 554.
4 7 MARR (1968), pp. 199-200 ; cf. ADONTZ (1912), pp. 257-271 ; DAVTJAN (1973), p. 64.
48
MARR (1968), p. 204.
49
BARTIKJAN ( 1987/4), pp. 186-193.
50
John Ojnec'i (717-728).
51
In 719/20.
46
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Roma n faith. Such is the case of the Cat 's nowadays. And so, in the
hea rt of Armenia you have found thi s depraved fa ith and have cheri shed
it. And now you are Cat 's, you call yourselves Greeks, though yo u speak
the Armen ian language" 5 2 .
xmth century m a nuscripts written in Armeno-Chalcedonian monasteries of Western Armenia are a mong the rarest literary works of
Armenian C halced o nians. One of their scri bes refers to himself as a
"Cat '" in the colophon 5 3 . In 1410 Mxit'ar Aparanc' i wrote as follows
about the Cat's in 1410:
"Some are called Armenian Cat's who are Armenians by their language,
writing and tribe, but in their faith and all their rules they are Greeks
and are subordinated to them in everything, as it is testified by those
who live in Erznka and in the rest of the Roman country, in Kaffa, in
the Crimea and in many other places" 54
Concerning the Cat's who lived near the city of Caesarea he remarks
" the y are called 'Cat "-Greeks" a nd "Cat '-Armeni a ns" 55 .
N. Ja . Marr noted that the Cat's had preserved the Armenian
language in their liturgy and in their daily life, and that the H ayHoroms, i.e., the Armeno-Romans or Armenians of the Greek faith
who lived as recently as the beginning of the xxth c. in Akn near Diya rbakr were their descendants 5 7 • Prior to the genocide of 1915, settlements of Hay-Horoms existed in Mesopotami a (Erznka) and one of
these villages was even called "Cat 's" 58 .
Occasionally the name of one group of Armenian Chalcedonians was
borrowed by another. An Armenia n inscription concerning the building
52 MARR ( 1905), p. 32 ; cf. Bishop UXT' ANES (1871), p. 14. Th e third chapter of hi s
work ("o n the Baptism of the Peo ple of the Cats" ) has no t survived .
5 3 BARTIKJA N (198 7(4), pp. 183-184.
5 4 AuSAN ( 190 I), p. 552.
55 Ibid. , p. 554.
56
MARR ( 1905), p. 38.
57 Ibid. , p. 29.
58
BARTIKJAN (1987 /4), p. 187 n. 32, cites an interesting remark of L. Incieean who
wrote about the Hay-Hoi'oms a century before Marr : "The Hay-Hoi'oms ... are Greeks in
their confession, and Armenians in their la nguage , customs, etc . Their priests a re dressed
like Armenian priests , but conduct their services accordin g to the ceremo nial of the
Greeks though translated into Armenian (since) they do not know the Greek language
and can not use it in their speech. They are subject to the see of the Greek metropolitan of
Theod osipolis, i.e. , Erzerum" . A direct para llel to modern times can be found in a source
of the xith century: Gregory Pakurianos wrote his Typikon in Gree k, Georgian a nd
Armenian because the "Iberian" monks did not know the Greek language (Typikon
(1963), p . 121).
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of the cathedral in the city of Ani speaks of " Romans" meaning
Georgians 59 _ Nikon enumerated documents on the Cat 's in the introduction to his chapter XXVI devoted to the "Iberians" 60 _ Matt'eos
Urhayec'i refers to the Armenian Chalcedonians who were the Byzantine rulers of Ani as both " Romans" and "Georgians" 61 _
At the same time, Armenian Chalcedonians, while sharing the confession of the Georgians and the Romans and even calling themselves
" Georgians" or " Romans" , in no way merged with them. Armenian
Chalcedonians knew and used the Greek, Syrian and Georgian treatises
against Monophysites, but they did not repeat their sources verbatim.
For instance, the Chalcedonian translating the late xnth or early xmth
century anonymous Greek treatise: " Thirty Chapters against the Heresy
of the Armenians" from Georgian into Armenian left out of the text
numerous words and expressions offensive to his ethnic identity 62 _
The originality of Armenian Chalcedonians can easily be discerned if
we look at the cultural monuments which have come from their milieu.
Frescoes preserved at such monasteries as Axt'ala, Kiranc' and K' obayr,
as well as in the church of Tigran Honenc' at Ani , are important
sources of information for the reconstruction of the culture of Armenian Chalcedonians. These wall paintings have inscriptions in Armenian , Greek and Georgian. Their iconographic programs are especially
interesting. According to A.M . Lidov, Armeno-Chalcedonian paintings
should not be identified with either Armeno-Gregorian , Georgian, or
Byzantine traditions - they combine elements of all three, and thus
form an artistic amalgam unique in its complexity and originality 6 3 _
Armenian Chalcedonians not only avoided any identification with
their co-religionists but often rejected them outright - one need only
recollect the openly hostile attitude to the Romans shown by Gregory
59

MARR ( 1905), p. 41.

60

Ibid. , p. 33.

61
ARUTJUNOVA-flDANJAN ( 1980), p. 74. Concerning the marzpan D emetrius who
abandoned "his ancestral faith and made Georgia his protector" see Ibid. , pp. 64-65.
62
GARITTE ( 1976), cols. 111-115.
63
LIDOV (1987) , p. 136. in his work entitled "0 raskopkax i rabota x v Ani letom
1906 g." (On the excavations and work in Ani in the summer of 1906), Marr noted the
presence of Chalcedonian frescoes in the monuments of Ani. He also made the suggestion
that the church of Saint Gregory was related to the architectural art of Armenian
Chalcedonians, and that this type of churches came into being in the middle of the vnth c.
owing to Nerses the Builder (MARR (1905) , p. 3. See also the notes on the problem of
Armenian Chalcedonians in M URADJA N (1964) ; MARR (1903) ; /d. , 1910 ; TOKARSKli
(1946) ; EREMJAN (1969)).
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Pakurianos in his Typikon. He regarded the Romans as " oppressors ,
profit-seekers and idle talkers ", though he added that "in [matters of]
faith we follow them as our teachers" 64 • Greek and Georgian became
components of Armeno-Chalcedonian culture (entering it through liturgical books, secular literature and even the language of oral communication 65 ) but they did not displace the Armenian language. ArmenoChalcedonian communities, not only in the homeland , but also outside
Armenia preserved their native language, literature and ethnic culture,
and this cultural isolationism in turn provoked the open hostility of
their Greek and Georgian co-religionists 6 6 . Armenian Chalcedonians
called themselves " Armenians" up to the IX-xth centuries, then , the
influence of religious confession and intensive contacts with their coreligionists (despite the unwillingness and impossibility to merge with
them) introduced such dual definitions of Armenian Chalcedonians as
" Armeno-Georgians" or " Armeno-Greeks" and even forced Armenian
Chalcedonians to consider themselves as a separate w'l'f " clan , people" .
Even so , no ethnic "self-name" appeared to define the group as a
whole. Perhaps only the term " Car 's" became a specific ethnikon to
define Armenian Chalcedonians, but even the Car 's were called either
" Semi-Greeks" or " Georgian converts" 67 .
To be sure, the emergence of supra-ethnic confessional entities with a
clear consciousness of self hinders the process of ethnic consolidation
and facilitates the erosion of ethnic boundaries 68 . But the Armenian
Chalcedonians were a phenomenon resulting from a cultural rather
than ethnic transformation 6 9 .
64

65

" Typikon" (1963) , pp. 108-109.

Two Armenian Cha lcedo nian s, members of the Byza ntine legati o n a t the discussion s o n the Union between the Byza ntine and the Cilician Churches in the time of the
Katho likos Nerses Snorha li (1166-1173): John Atmanos a nd his interpreter Mich ael
differed in their knowledge of the Greek langu age: the former knew it thoroughl y but the
latter rather poorly (BARTIKJAN (1984), pp. 80-81) .
66
AR UTJ UNOVA-fiDA NJAN (1980), pp. 86-89.
67
Ibid., pp. 58-59 .
6 8 KRJ UKOV/ MALJAVI N/SOFRONOV (1979), p. 99.
6 9 The denationa lization of Armenian Chalcedonians occured naturally both in the
Byzantine Empire and in Georgia, and was especially intensive in the regions with no
large Armenian settlements (e.g., the Armeno-Chalcedonian families in the milieu of the
Byzantine ruling class. See KA ZDAN (1975), pp. 142-149, 167). Nevertheless, the present
research indicates that the view common in historiography (according to which the
Armenian Chalcedonians had lost their ethnic specificity prior to the xt-xnth centuries, an
idea previously shared by the author - see ARUTJUNOVA-FIDANJAN (1980) , p. 191)
contradicts the foregoing facts characterizing the ethno-confessional self-awareness of the
Armenian Chalcedonians.
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Ethnographers suppose that language and religion are the most rigid
complexes of any spiritual culture. Bilingualism and even trilingualism
existing side by side with Armenian rites and traditions and the
dominance of the Armenian language together with a dyophysite
confession of faith characterized the Armenian Chalcedonians. Their
culture should perhaps be considered as a form of the particular culture
of the Armenian ethnos, enriched by the cultural influences of the
peoples whose confessions they adopted.
Concerning the typology of the culture of Armenian Chalcedonians it
can be said that this culture was a "border" one not only metaphorically but also in the literal sense of the word . The most typical works of
art and literature of Armenian Chalcedonians appeared and existed on
the frontiers between Armenia and Georgia as well as between Armenia
and the Byzantine Empire, and they subsequently spread through the
territory of these three states. This conclusion holds not only for
architecture and painting (such as for example, the monasteries of the
Armenian-Georgian border zones), but also for the Akritic legends of
the border territories (the most famous of which was the epic of Digenis
Akrites). According to the theses of N . Adontz and A . Gregoire as well
as the latest studies of G .M . Bartikjan, songs glorifying the heroic deeds
of the Paulician leaders Karbeas and Chrysocheir played a major part
in the creation of this epic. These songs were sung by the descendants
of the Paulicians, who returned during the reign of Leo VI (886-912)
from the Caliphate to Western Armenia which then belonged to the
Byzantine Empire, and who adopted the Imperial Orthodoxy. Scholars
have linked their leaders to MeJias, Manuel and other Armenian
generals who created the " Armenian" themes of the Byzantine Empire,
among them that of Lykandos. The Byzantine heroic epic which
emerged in this region reflected the events that took place on the
Byzantine-Arabic border at the end of the Ixth and the beginning of the
xth centuries. This epic had two major sources : the legends of Paulicians
converted to Chalcedonianism and the martial folk songs popular among
the military aristocracy of Asia Minor (most of whom consited of
Armenian Chalcedonians, such as the Kinnamoi , the Museles , etc.).
The former glorified the deeds of the grandson of Chrisocheir, and the
latter - those of the grandson of Andronikos Dukas. The surviving
version of the poem stresses the second aspect. Digenis, a representative
of the Byzantine provincial nobility, was an enemy of the central
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authorities 7 0 . These epic songs were sung in Greek by Greek-speaking
Armenians, who had not lost their ethnic identity, and Armenians who
settled in va rious parts of the Empire including Thrace played a major
part in its spread throughout Byzantine lands 7 1 . Scholars have given a
great deal of attention to the Greco-Armenian literature of Armenian
Chalcedonians and to the role played by them in eastern Christian art.
Through their absorbtion and re-working of the culture of the three
peoples, Armenian Chalcedonians also served as transmitters of culture
in the Christian East.
Institute of the Peoples of the USSR
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